Abstract. We analyze a magnetic signature associated with the leading edge of a bursty bulk flow observed by Cluster at −19 R E downtail on 22 August 2001. A distinct rotation of the magnetic field was seen by all four spacecraft. This event was previously examined by Slavin et al. (2003b) using both linear force-free modeling as well as a curlometer technique. Extending this work, we apply here single-and multi-spacecraft Grad-Shafranov (GS) reconstruction techniques to the Cluster observations and find good evidence that the structure encountered is indeed a magnetic flux rope and contains helical magnetic field lines. We find that the flux rope has a diameter of approximately 1 R E , an axial field of 26.4 nT, a velocity of ≈650 km/s, a total axial current of 0.16 MA and magnetic fluxes of order 10 5 Wb. The field line twist is estimated as half a turn per R E . The invariant axis is inclined at 40 • to the ecliptic plane and 10 • to the GSM equatorial plane. The flux rope has a force-free core and nonforce-free boundaries. When we compare and contrast our results with those obtained from minimum variance, singlespacecraft force-free fitting and curlometer techniques, we find in general fair agreement, but also clear differences such as a higher inclination of the axis to the ecliptic. We further conclude that single-spacecraft methods have limitations which should be kept in mind when applied to THEMIS observations, and that non-force-free GS and curlometer techniques are to be preferred in their analysis. Some properties we derived for this earthward-moving structure are similar to those inferred by Lui et al. (2007) , using a different approach, for a tailward-moving flux rope observed during the expansion phase of the same substorm.
Introduction
Magnetic flux ropes occur in various contexts in space plasmas. In the Earth's magnetotail during the substorm expansion phase they have been observed propagating both earthward ("bursty bulk flow (BBF) type") and tailward ("plasmoid type"), as classified by Slavin et al. (2003a) . In recent years, many studies focused on the "BBF-type" (e.g. Slavin et al., 2003b; Zong et al., 2004; Henderson et al., 2006; Hasegawa et al., 2007; Lui et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007) , especially since multi-point in situ measurements became available in the near tail (X GSE >−25 R E ) from the Cluster mission. Their importance lies as much in their ability to transport magnetic flux, currents and plasma from the magnetotail towards Earth, as in the fact that their internal structure may offer valuable clues on their formation mechanism. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the structure of a specific BBF-type flux tube using CLUSTER observations and Grad-Shafranov reconstruction methods and to draw conclusions on the limitations of singlespacecraft techniques. This ia an important issue in the age of the THEMIS mission (Angelopoulos, 2008) .
A model which is widely used considers a given flux tube as a linear force-free configuration (i.e. one satisfying j =αB) of constant alpha and of local straight cylindrical geometry, a solution of which was given in terms of Bessel functions by Lundquist (1950) . In this model the flux rope field winds around the axis with a field pitch which decreases Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. Cluster magnetic field and ion/proton data for 22 August 2001, 10:08:00-10:09:00 UT. From top to bottom: Magnetic field magnitude, magnetic field components (GSE), proton bulk velocity (GSE), ion beta, ion density and ion temperature. Plasma parameters are from CIS/HIA for C1 and C3, the proton velocity from HIA for C1/C3 and from CODIF for C4. The vertical lines delimit the interval 10:08:33-10:08:44 UT used for the reconstruction.
steadily to zero on the boundary (where the field lines are circular; e.g. Burlaga, 1988; Lepping et al., 1990) . In the magnetotail context, this solution is then fitted to in-situ measurements of the magnetic field profile, consisting of a bipolar B z signature accompanied by a monopolar deflection in B y . Slavin et al. (2003a) found that about 60% of both BBF and plasmoid-type flux ropes agreed reasonably well with the Lundquist linear force-free model. Further, the authors suggested that magnetic flux ropes arise from multiple X-line reconnection (MRX; e.g. Schindler, 1974; Lee, 1995) . In that case the internal field is expected to have a rather smooth helical structure, even though it can depart strongly from the force-free state especially at the boundaries (Slavin et al., 2003b; Henderson et al., 2006) , due to interaction with the surrounding plasma. Note that the other 40% could not be so modeled. Significantly for what follows, Lui et al. (2007) argued that a specific plasmoid-type flux rope observed by Cluster somewhat earlier than the event we study had a complex internal field line structure and was also inconsistent with force-free models.
A different approach for modeling flux ropes consists in numerically integrating the Grad-Shafranov (GS) equation to produce maps of the magnetic field and plasma pressure. The GS equation is valid for describing time-independent and 2 1 2 -dimensional (i.e. with an invariance direction) magnetic structures in space plasmas. Originally introduced for studies of the magnetopause during traversals of this boundary (Hau and Sonnerup, 1999) , it has been applied to flux ropes such as magnetic clouds (e.g. Hu and Sonnerup, 2002; Hu et al., 2005; Möstl et al., 2008 Möstl et al., , 2009 , dayside flux transfer events (Sonnerup et al., 2004; Hasegawa et al., 2006) , and magnetic flux ropes and field aligned currents associated with BBFs in the magnetotail Zhang et al., 2007; Snekvik et al., 2007) . The technique does not assume forcefree conditions nor does it prescribe a geometry (e.g. circular field lines), and thus relaxes two important constraints of the classical fitting technique, while invariance along a particular direction (the flux rope axis) is still assumed and tested a posteriori. Additionally, a multi-spacecraft GS technique has been developed (Sonnerup et al., 2004; Hasegawa et al., 2005) . It has several advantages over the single-spacecraft GS technique: (1) information from multiple sites is used to assess the validity of the integrated magnetic field maps, (2) a combined magnetic field map is created which best fits all available observations, and (3) inertial effects are incorporated in a low order approximation (Hasegawa et al., 2005) . What is not implemented at present but may be of importance in the magnetotail are effects arising from expansion, Hall-MHD, temperature anisotropy, and strong field aligned flows; see Sonnerup et al. (2006) and Sonnerup and Teh (2008) for recent developments.
In this paper we apply both, single (in the version of Hu and Sonnerup, 2002) and multi-spacecraft GS reconstruction methods (as in Sonnerup et al., 2004) , to Cluster observations of a magnetic structure with a B z south-to-north (GSE, i.e. BBF-type) bipolar signature, accompanied by mostly monopolar variations in B x and B y . It was encountered at X GSE ≈−19 R E on 22 August 2001 10:08:30 UT during a substorm expansion phase. For further discussion on the associated substorm see Lui et al. (2006) . As noted, a different tailward propagating plasmoid observed around 09:50 UT during the same substorm is discussed by Lui et al. (2007) . We will recover in detail the geometry, size and orientation and calculate magnetic fluxes and currents within the rope. We shall then compare our results with single-spacecraft methods, such as minimum variance analysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967) , force-free fitting (Lepping et al., 1990 ) and curlometer techniques (e.g. Robert et al., 1998) . (The latter two methods have already been applied to this event by Slavin et al. (2003b) .) These questions are posed with an eye to future THEMIS applications: How robust are the results provided by these widely used methods? For the interpretation of THEMIS observations it is essential to be aware of the limitations of single-spacecraft compared to multispacecraft-methods, as the time evolution of the structures is essentially sampled in a single-spacecraft manner at various distances downtail by the spacecraft on this mission. In this respect it might also be expected that static models are increasingly unreliable the closer the flux rope is observed to the reconnection site because of a presumably more dynamic environment.
Data
On 22 August 2001 the Cluster mean position in the interval 10:08:00-10:09:00 UT was [−18.8, −3.3, −1.0] R E in GSE coordinates, with an average spacecraft separation of 1711 km. In Fig. 1 an overview of magnetic field and plasma data is given, with data plotted at time resolutions of 0.0450 s and 4.021 s, respectively. Displayed are the FGM (Balogh et al., 2001 ) and CIS (Rème et al., 2001 ) measurements of magnetic field and plasma parameters. For C1 and C3, we use data from CIS/HIA for ions without mass discrimination, and we also plot proton bulk velocities for C4 from CIS/CODIF. For C2 no plasma bulk parameters were available. The interval used for GS reconstruction is delimited by the two solid vertical lines. During this interval, the magnetic field components are quite similar at C1, C3 and C4, with a south-to-north bipolar variation in B z and a negative peak in B x and B y , with a peak magnetic field strength B max,134 =30.5−32.4 nT. As noted by Slavin et al. (2003b) , the delay of the magnetic signatures and the plasma velocity imply that the rope is being convected with the flow. The configuration of the Cluster spacecraft in the GSE-YZ and XY planes is indicated in Fig. 3 .
In slight contrast, at C2, displaced on the duskward side with respect to the others (Fig. 3, bottom panel) , B x and B z exhibit a bipolar variation, the peak magnetic field strength is clearly lower (B max,2 =25.8 nT), and the profile is more flat. In summary, all four Cluster spacecraft encountered a rotation of the magnetic field vector qualitatively typical of a left-handed helical magnetic flux rope, with an axial field roughly pointing toward dawn (B y <0). According to Hughes and Sibeck (1987) this is consistent with the almost continuous negative B y (GSM) polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) observed by ACE (not shown) from 08:35 to 09:45 UT. During the encounter, the ion β measured at C1 and C3 drops from ≈1 (typical of the central plasma sheet) to ≈0.2−0.3.
At X GSE =−19 R E , the earthward propagating flux rope might also be encountered rather close to the reconnection site which statistical studies estimate as X GSE ≈−20±5 R E (Miyashita et al., 2009 , and references therein). Because of continuously enhanced solar wind energy input for 1 1/2 h prior to the encounter (on average IMF B z ≈−5 nT, solar wind velocity V ≈570 km/s) the reconnection site can be expected to be closer to Earth (Nagai et al., 2005) .
Application of methods and results

Single-spacecraft GS technique
The single-spacecraft version of the Grad-Shafranov technique (Hau and Sonnerup, 1999; Hu and Sonnerup, 2002) (GS) is applied to the C3 spacecraft data acquired in the interval 10:08:33-10:08:44 UT (vertical lines in Fig. 1 ), because of complete coverage of the necessary magnetic field and plasma data (proton bulk velocity V , ion number density N i , ion temperature T i , ion pressure p=N i kT i ); the results for C1 are similar. A deHoffmann-Teller (HT) analysis (e.g. Khrabrov and Sonnerup, 1998 ) is applied to the data, which searches for the frame of reference where the convection electric field E=(V −V H T )×B≈0 and the flow is fieldaligned. Due to the short interval (12 s) only 3 data points can be used, linearly interpolated to the magnetic field data resolution, yielding V H T =[799.0, 178.1, 15.4] km/s (GSE), with a correlation coefficient between V H T ×B and V ×B of cc H T =0.986. While keeping in mind that the short duration and the few data points make V H T rather uncertain, we note that V H T seems to have a significant cross tail component toward dusk besides the main component along GSE +X. An initial invariant axis is obtained through minimum variance analysis (MVA), yielding a flux rope axis as the intermediate variance direction of θ=36 • (the inclination to the ecliptic, from −90 • to +90 • ) and φ=237 • (measured from GSE +X (0 • ) toward GSE +Y (90 • )). The ratio of intermediateto-minimum eigenvalues was found to be λ 2 /λ 3 =10 indicating a robust determination (Lepping and Behannon, 1980) . Interestingly, applying MVA using normalized unit vectors (MVU) gives (θ=3 • , φ=257 • ) with λ 2 /λ 3 =3.4. The GS invariance directionẑ is then calculated by minimizing the scatter of the pressure
i.e. locating where P t (A) is closest to being singlevalued. Here A(x, y) is the vector potential and the magnetic field is represented in the integration domain by B=[∂A(x, y)/∂y, −∂A(x, y)/∂x, B z (x, y)] (Hau and Sonnerup, 1999) . The result is (θ=42±5 • , φ=259±9 • ).
(For a determination of the error bars see Hu et al., 2004) . This inclination is considerably higher than the one obtained from MVU but quite similar to MVA. The reconstruction coordinate system (for details see Hu and Sonnerup, 2002 We now obtain maps of the field lines. Only those field lines which are crossed twice by a spacecraft and for which P t (A) is single-valued can be reconstructed reliably. In Fig. 2a these are separated by a vertical line at A b =−0.009 T m from the rest of the observations. The function P t (A) is fitted by a polynomial with exponential tails in regions of the integration domain which are not covered by observations. The residue R f =0.06 (Hu et al., 2004 ) is found to be low, indicating a good quality fit, and P t (A) is close to being single-valued. The Grad-Shafranov equation
is then numerically solved to produce maps of A(x, y) and B z (A(x, y, )). This map is shown in Fig. 2c . The black contour lines represent isocontours of A and thus give the field in the transverse (x -ŷ ) plane. The strength of the longitudinal (toroidal) component of the field, B z , is color-coded according to the color bar on the right. The magnetic field components by all 4 Cluster spacecraft are plotted as arrows projected into the reconstructionx −ŷ plane, i.e. the plane perpendicular to the invariance directionsẑ . Note that positiveŷ points south of the ecliptic, so that C2 (the lowest trajectory) is situated to the north of the ecliptic. For every s/c, the plotted arrows are time-shifted to C3 to include the effect that the rectangular integration domain moves with constant V H T over the Cluster tetrahedron (see Möstl et al., 2009 ).
The maximum separation alongŷ is between C2 and C4 1754 km, see Fig. 2c . Forx , this maximum distance is between C1 and C3 −1715 km, i.e. approximately antisunward. Inẑ direction, C4 is 1904 km (pointing out of thex -ŷ plane) away from C3, see also top panel in Fig. 3 . We thus infer that the flux rope axis orientation remains at least the same for 1900 km because qualitatively the magnetic field rotation is similar at C3 and C4. C2 is −1676 km away from C3 inŷ and has a much smaller impact parameter (i.e. the minimum distance from the axis) than C1, C3 and C4. Comparing the map reconstructed from the C3 observations at the location of C2 with the actual observations by C2 shows that the assumption of 2 1 2 -dimensionality is approximately fulfilled and that CLUSTER encountered a magnetic configuration possessing an invariant axis, i.e. a flux rope. This will be further discussed in Sect. 3.4. It is intriguing that C2 measures a lower total field strength and slightly different field rotations (especially in the front part) than the other three spacecraft while single-spacecraft GS predicts that C2 should have a very low impact parameter, i.e. that C2 should cross the flux rope very close to its axis. Further, the lower total field strength at C2 is opposite to what is expected from the classic force-free (FF) model.
Multi-spacecraft GS technique
The multi-spacecraft extension to the GS technique (Hasegawa et al., 2005) , which we call GS2, is applied to the C2 and C3 measurements. As C1 and C4 are very close to C3 in theŷ -direction and reconstruction from C1 (not shown) is practically identical to the one from C3, we calculate a combined magnetic field map, ingesting the observations from C2 and C3. Using the most widely separated spacecraft in thex −ŷ plane is the best way to obtain the most complete view of the flux rope cross section with the data to hand. Because plasma observations are not available from C2, we estimate the plasma pressure at C2 with the method introduced by Hasegawa et al. (2005) using electron density measurements from the EFW instrument (Pedersen et al., 2001) . A combined deHoffmann-Teller analysis for C1 and C3 (now with 6 data points) leads to V H T =[668.4, 143, −43.7] km/s (GSE), with a somewhat lower cc H T =0.9576. For the subsequent analysis the data interval on C2 was time-shifted again to C3 because the rectangular integration box moves with constant V H T from C3 to C2. Figure 2b shows a combined P t (A) plot fitted with a 2nd order polynomial (solid line), with a fitting residue R f =0.12. From this a combined magnetic field map was created from the individual field maps for C2 and C3 according to Sonnerup et al. (2004) , with a Gaussian window function width of 25% of the reconstruction domain. By optimizing the correlation coefficients of predicted magnetic field components by the combined map with the actual observations to cc=0.91 we find an invariant axis orientation θ=40 • Fig. 3 . Combined magnetic field map from C2 and C3 (Fig. 2d) , drawn as left-handed spiral field lines in 3-D and placed in a GSE coordinate system. Top: View in the GSE YZ-plane looking toward Earth. The positions of the Cluster tetrahedron is indicated with C1 being the spacecraft displaced most Earthward, i.e. in the plane of the paper. Along the red (almost straight) field line the axial field direction is indicated and how the other three field lines spiral around the axis in a left-handed sense. Bottom: The same as above seen in the GSE XY-plane looking toward ecliptic South. and φ=265 • , in GSE, withẑ=[−0.0668, −0.7631, 0.6428] (GSE), which is quite similar to the one inferred from GS. Figure 2d shows the integrated magnetic field map in a plane perpendicular toẑ . Now the rope is more extended in −ŷ and has an aspect ratio of about 1:1.5, elongated approximately along the direction of propagation. It resembles a "raindrop" shape, i.e. flattened in front and elongated at the rear, though this is less here than in Fig. 2c . The higher residue than for the one computed with single-s/c GS and the lower correlation compared to another event cc (c.f. Hasegawa et al., 2007) indicates that the combined observations by C2 and C3 are deviating somewhat from the GS model assumptions. Figure 3 shows 3-D views of the flux rope's spiral magnetic field lines placed in the GSE coordinate system, with the Cluster tetrahedron indicated. To obtain this, we assumed invariance for 2 R E and stacked 20 maps similar to that of Fig. 2d alongẑ . In the resulting data cube four field lines were traced, from the axis (red, almost straight field line) to the outer boundary (pink field line, equivalent to A b ). The number of turns n these four field lines make is n=0.46−0.5 per R E . Thus the flux rope has field lines twisted by approximately the same amount irrespective of radial distance from the axis. For a length L≈1.5−3 R E alongẑ , the typical scale size of BBF's (Nakamura et al., 2004) , the full number of turns, N, is 0.69−1.5 and thus the flux rope is composed of only weakly wound field lines but could still eventually go kink unstable (e.g. Hood and Priest, 1981; McClymont and Craig, 1987) . The close-to-uniform twist is again at variance with the constant-α force-free model but resembles another type of flux rope, namely, a nonlinear (α =const) but still force-free "Gold-Hoyle" tube (e.g. Priest, 1982) , such as has been reported in the solar wind (Farrugia et al., 1999) . However, below we will argue that a significant part of the flux rope under study here is not force-free.
Field line turns per R E ; force-free test
To investigate the latter, we also looked where in the combined magnetic field map (Fig. 2d) J B. To this end, Fig. 4 shows the ratio of the perpendicular to the parallel currents =|J ⊥ |/|J | for the combined magnetic field map. While the core of the rope is force-free, arbitrarily defined as <0.3 (inside the white dashed contour), and has an approximately round shape, the boundaries and in particular the elongated back part is dominated by perpendicular currents. About 1/3 of the area inside the boundary A b (the white solid contour) is not force-free ( >0.3). With this we intend only to show a general qualitative trend: to be able to make a strong conclusion about the detailed force-free state of the flux rope, a knowledge of the small-scale features of J and B would be necessary, while the GS technique is designed to recover a smoothed image (in 2 1 2 D) of a given magnetic structure.
Further support for the flux rope interpretation
Recently, 3-D MHD simulations of tail reconnection by Shirataka et al. (2006) have revealed that similar signatures in magnetic field, plasma density and temperature usually interpreted as helical magnetic flux ropes can also be produced by 3-D guide field reconnection jets at a single Xline. No helical field lines exist in this simulation. Nevertheless, Hasegawa et al. (2007) have reconstructed a helical flux rope from these simulated data with the GS method, concluding that it is impossible to deduce the magnetic topology from the GS maps alone. Hasegawa et al. (2007) have presented guidelines in interpretation of the GS results in order to discriminate between flux ropes and reconnection jets, and applying these, we find further support for the flux rope Table 1 . Results of the multi-spacecraft Grad-Shafranov reconstruction (GS2) for the CLUSTER flux rope on 22 August 2001 10:08:33-10:08:45 UT. Minimum variance analysis (MVA) and single s/c GS was carried out for C3, and force-free fitting (FF) results were obtained by Slavin et al. (2003b) . For comparison, the deHoffmann-Teller analysis was done independently for C1, C3 as well for the combined set (C1+C3). Further, H the handedness, D is the diameter, B z the central axial field strength, j z the central current density, J the full axial current, t the axial flux and p the poloidal flux for L=1.5−3 R E . J , t and p were integrated over the area inside the white contour (<A b ) in Fig. 2d . Fig. 1 ), (2) the independent deHoffmann-Teller velocities derived from C1 and C3 are roughly consistent in direction and magnitude (see Table 1 ), (3) transverse magnetic field lines (in thex -ŷ plane) appear elongated in the direction of motion ( Fig. 2c and d) , and (4) the functions P t (A) (Fig. 2a, b) and B z (A) (not shown) appear approximately as single-valued.
Comparison with other methods
We now compare the results of various techniques applied to the same flux rope. Table 1 shows the results from the methods of (1) minimum variance analysis (MVA) applied to the C3 measurements, (2) force-free fitting to every spacecraft individually by Slavin et al. (2003b) , (3) single-spacecraft GS to C3 and (4) GS2 applied to the combined set of C2 and C3 observations. It follows from Table 1 that there is some agreement on basic parameters such as handedness and size. The biggest differences are in the inclination (MVA, GS, GS2: ≈40 • (GSE); FF and MVU: ≈0 • (GSE)). The ≈40 • inclination in GSE corresponds to ≈10 • in GSM, so that the flux rope axis lies almost in the GSM equatorial plane. Due to the difference in axis orientation the impact parameters from force-free fitting also differ - Slavin et al. (2003b) found C1, C2 and C4 to pass north (i.e. in the direction of +Z GSM ) and C3 south of the axis, whereas the GS maps show that C2 crosses north of the axis at a different impact parameter and C1, C3 and C4 cross south of the axis. This is more consistent with the magnetic field observations ( Fig. 1 ; note that MVA, MVU and curlometer do not yield impact parameters). Also the axial field strength B z deduced by GS2 is lower by one-third and the central axial current density j z is roughly half the values inferred from FF. Further, single-s/c GS seems to overestimate B z and j z if the distance from the axis turns out to be large. Additionally the combined magnetic field map is more extended perpendicular to the direction of motion than the single-s/c map. We think that the discrepancies between FF and GS, GS2 likely stem from the non-force-free treatment by the GS technique, which deduces the orientation not only from the magnetic field profile but includes plasma pressure in its determination as well. Thus single-spacecraft techniques should be used with these caveats in mind when applied to THEMIS data, where an event is seen successively at individual spacecraft, located in a "pearl" configuration.
Additionally, by considering curlometer results for the current density perpendicular to local magnetic field, Slavin et al. (2003b) have found deviations from the force-free state which were stronger in the front part than in the rear part. Indeed we can confirm this statement by looking at the trajectory of C3 (close to C1 and C4) in Fig. 4 , which shows a force-free back and non-force-free front part; only for C2 is it the reverse. Slavin et al. (2003b) attributed these deviations from the force-free state to the fact that the structure runs into denser plasma as it propagates earthwards. This compression causes an asymmetry in the magnetic field profile such that the transverse magnetic field (B x and B y ) is stronger in the front part than in the back. Such an effect is evident especially in the C2 magnetic field observations made closer to the rope's core (the lowest trajectory in Fig. 2c and d) . The same asymmetry is also seen in the field maps generated by Hasegawa et al. (2007) and Zhang et al. (2007) for two other events.
A reason for the non-force-free state could be that the flux rope was encountered in a very early stage in its evolution and it has not yet had time to relax to a minimum energy (force-free) configuration. It can thus be expected in this case that the non-force-free curlometer and GS techniques yield more accurate results, with the drawback that curlometer does not yield impact parameters and a map of the crosssection compared to the GS techniques.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we reconstructed a magnetic structure observed by Cluster at X GSE =−19 R E during the expansion phase of a substorm. Its internal structure was composed of helical magnetic field lines, with significant deviations from the Lundquist linear force-free model. The field lines were estimated to wind around the axis with about half a turn per R E . Spacecraft C2, crossing closer to the flux rope center than the other three spacecraft, observed a lower total magnetic field strength closer to the core, which is at variance with analytical models in current use. We also found one third of its cross section to be non-force-free: While the core was approximately force-free, the boundary regions were not. In using the GS methods and minimum variance analysis we infer that the flux rope originated from an only slightly tilted current sheet (+10 • to the GSM equatorial plane), whereas minimum variance analysis using normalized vectors and force-free fitting yielded a stronger inclination (−30 • ). The orientation of the current sheet tilt (+10 • ) towards dusk, such that the duskside part of the northern lobe is below the geomagnetic equator, is consistent with observed negative IMF B y and the left-handed chirality of the flux rope. The flux rope carries earthward a total axial current of 0.16 MA which is directed opposite to the axial field since the flux rope is left-handed. In summary, the rope possesses a helical structure, consistent with its having originated from multiple X-line reconnection (Slavin et al., 2003a,b) . It also became clear during this study that this event turns out not to be one of the best suited for GS reconstruction: There are only a few plasma data points due to the high velocity, which results in a very short event duration, the pressure at C2 had to be estimated, and dynamic effects are not insignificant. However, this illustrates the application of the static technique facing these problems. We have still found a good qualitative agreement between the reconstruction and multi-spacecraft observations and we think that the derived flux rope parameters are credible. Accordingly, we speculate that, due to the enhanced solar wind energy input and the encounter at X GSE =−19 R E , an observation quite close to the reconnection site is likely; this is also supported by its high velocity (≈600−700 km/s) and strong axial field strength (>25 nT) in the context of other events studied by Hasegawa et al. (2007) and Zhang et al. (2007) . In this case non-force-free techniques are to be preferred, even though they can yield some error for higher impact parameters if used solely in single-spacecraft fashion. The single-spacecraft GS method overestimated the axial field strength and axial current by roughly 25% compared to the multi-spacecraft technique (GS2). Thus we corroborate the conclusions of Slavin et al. (2003b) who noted shortcomings of single-spacecraft methods and violation of the force-free condition. To this we have added essential elements and techniques for the analysis of magnetotail flux ropes, which hold promise for future work.
It is interesting to note that the flux ropes' poloidal flux per unit length, ≈0.02 T m, is in the same order as the reconnected flux inferred from a time-dependent Petschek-type reconnection model (e.g. Biernat et al., 1987; Semenov et al., 2005; Ivanova et al., 2007; Kiehas et al., 2008) for different events. From this we conclude that approaches quite distinct from one another (see Fig. 1 in Semenov et al., 2005) may complement each other in future studies to infer properties of reconnection in the magnetotail.
An earlier flux-rope traveling tailward during the same substorm expansion phase (around 09:50 UT) was extensively discussed by Lui et al. (2007) . They discovered an irregular magnetic field structure in its inner core which indicated significant deviations from the expected helical nature of magnetic field lines in our usual ideas of a flux rope. In particular they found that the electric field and current density directions reversed in going from the leading to the trailing edge. Its size was estimated as ≈2 R E and the total current as 0.8 MA. They evaluated the Lorentz-force and found it to be non-zero, implying also that the rope was not forcefree. These results, derived for a different flux rope and using different techniques (e.g. curlometer) have many features which we reproduce in a different form and using a different methodology. The two examples together indicate that the features first shown by Lui et al. (2007) and derived here also may be quite common in magnetotail flux-ropes. This is an issue worth pursuing.
